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[1] The storm response of the Gulf of Maine/Georges Bank region was investigated using

the Dartmouth three-dimensional, nonlinear, finite element coastal ocean circulation
model called QUODDY, with uniform density and quadratic bottom stress. A suite of
model hindcast experiments were conducted for the 4–8 February 1987 period that
featured a strong nor’easter. The model was forced at the open ocean boundaries by the
M2 semidiurnal tidal sea level and in the interior by realistic surface wind stresses and,
in some cases, atmospheric pressure. The reference model run, with just tidal and wind
stress forcing and a time-space constant bottom drag coefficient Cd of 0.005, captured
65% of the observed detided, low-pass filtered or ‘‘subtidal’’ sea level variance of a
representative array of coastal and bottom pressure stations in the Gulf. However,
there remained large unexplained model/observed sea level differences, particularly during
the storm. Model sensitivity testing to a realistic range of constant Cd values did not
improve model results significantly. However, results of a model run in which atmospheric
pressure forcing, derived through linear interpolations of regional measurements, was
added to wind stress forcing captured 82% of the observed subtidal sea level variance.
Citation: Fan, Y., W. S. Brown, and Z. Yu (2005), Model simulations of the Gulf of Maine response to storm forcing, J. Geophys.
Res., 110, C04010, doi:10.1029/2004JC002479.

1. Background
[2] The Gulf of Maine is an inland sea that is separated
from the Atlantic Ocean by several shallow offshore banks
including Georges Bank (Figure 1). Thus the gulf responds
to wind fluctuations more like an enclosed basin than an
open shelf [Brown and Irish, 1992]. With the exception of
occasional hurricanes that pass through the region during
summer, the regional wind events in the gulf are generally
much stronger during winter. Brown [1998] showed that
during winter, the gulf sea level (i.e., barotropic pressure)
responds within hours and most strongly to near west-east
(255T–75T) wind stress fluctuations concentrated in the
2- to 10-day weather band. Brown and Irish [1992] found
that the typical storm-related westward (eastward) wind
stress event of 1 Pascal (Pa) forces a gulf-scale average
sea level pressure increase (decrease) of about 0.10 Pa (10
equivalent centimeters). This storm-related filling and emptying of the gulf is associated with the gulf-scale Ekman
transport. The sea level fluctuations in the western gulf are
about 50% larger than the gulf average.
[3] A part of the gulf sea level response is due to the
inverted barometric response of sea level to atmospheric
pressure (AP) changes associated with the storm. The
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inverted barometer (IB) response of deep sea level is nearly
perfect, in that the oceanic response is rapid, virtually
eliminating direct atmospheric pressure gradient forcing of
the ocean [see Brown et al., 1975; Wunsch and Stammer,
1997]. In this ideal case, a subsurface pressure sensor would
detect no pressure changes associated with an AP changes,
because the latter are exactly compensated by inverse SL
changes (see Appendix A). However, the IB response of the
coastal ocean can be far less perfect because the coastal
oceanic gravity wave responses to lateral AP gradients are
slower and more complex [see Crepon, 1976]. As shown in
Appendix A, the local departures from the deep ocean IB
response in the coastal Gulf of Maine are significant and
space-variable, thus allowing AP-related pressure gradients
to penetrate the water column and become a potentially
important part of the storm forcing in the gulf.
[4] The sea level response in the 2- to 10-day ‘‘weather
band’’ at any location in the Gulf of Maine is a superposition of responses to remote, regional, and local meteorological forcing. One component of gulf sea level variability
is coastal trapped waves (CTW) that are generated at coastal
locations on the Scotian Shelf and other ‘‘remote’’ locations
to the northeast. These remotely generated CTWs propagate
freely along the Scotian Shelf (the propagation direction of
CTW in this region) and into the Gulf as discussed theoretically by Wright [1986]. The latter results were confirmed
by Schwing’s [1989] analysis of winter observations on the
Scotian Shelf, showing the importance of both local and
remote meteorological forcing to local sea level variability.
Brown’s [1998] results, using the Dartmouth finite-element,
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Figure 1. Location map of the Gulf of Maine. The NDBC buoys and NWS C-Man island
meteorological stations (triangles), NOS and MEDS coastal sea level stations (solid squares), and
assorted bottom pressure stations (solid and open circles) are shown. The 100-m and 200-m isobaths
define the major offshore banks and basins.

linear diagnostic model FUNDY, indicate that about 20% of
the Gulf of Maine winter model sea level response at the
coast was due to sea level variability (mainly remotely
forced) along the cross-shelf transect at Halifax. A second
component of the gulf sea level variability is the regional
gulf-scale response to the regional meteorological forcing.
That response consists of (1) the gulf-scale rise and fall of
sea level in response to the fluctuations in the combined
along-gulf wind stress and atmospheric pressure gradient
plus (2) coastal sea level transients associated with the gulfscale response. In the latter category, Brown [1998] found
that a cross-isobath warping of coastal sea level (with
associated quasi-geostrophic alongcoast flows) propagated
northeastward along the coast. A third component of the
gulf sea level variability is the response to local meteorological forcing (excluding remote forcing along the Halifax
transect).
[5] In this paper, we explore the natural storm-induced
sea level response of the Gulf of Maine during winter with a
numerical model forced by realistic storm-related fields.
The approach employs the uniform-density (i.e., barotropic)
version of the Dartmouth three-dimensional (3-D), finiteelement circulation model named QUODDY [Lynch et al.,
1996, 1997] to simulate the Gulf of Maine response to
realistic winds and atmospheric pressure for a study period
between 4 and 18 February 1987. The study consists of a
series of model hindcasts in which QUODDY was forced
with (1) surface wind stress derived from optimally interpolated winds and (2) atmospheric pressure fields derived

through linear interpolation of measurements from an array
of National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) buoys and National
Weather Service (NWS) C-Man stations (located in
Figure 1). These model sea level results were evaluated
through comparison with coastal synthetic subsurface pressure (SSP) and observed bottom pressure measurements.
[6] The paper is organized as follows. QUODDY is
described in section 2. The observations and how they are
used to force the model are described in section 3. The
model setup and operations are described in section 4. The
model/observation comparison results are presented in section 5. A discussion and summary of the results are
presented in sections 6 and 7, respectively.

2. The Model
[7] QUODDY is a 3-D, nonlinear, prognostic, f-plane,
finite-element coastal ocean circulation model with advanced turbulence closure [Lynch et al., 1996, 1997].
Surface boundary forcing generally includes wind stress
~b is subject to
and heat/mass transfer, while bottom flow V
~
quadratic bottom boundary stress CdjVbjV b, where Cd is
the drag coefficient. In an effort to explain significant
model/observation differences and supported by indications of an imperfect inverted barometric sea level response of the Gulf of Maine (see Appendix A),
atmospheric pressure forcing was added to the standard
QUODDY surface forcing terms. Following de Young et
al. [1995], the atmospheric pressure gradient forcing term
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Figure 2. (left) Hourly wind vectors and (right) atmospheric pressures (below) at the array of NDBC
buoy and NWS C-Man stations in the Gulf of Maine for the indicated research period. See Figure 1 for
locations.

H5pa/rw (where 5pa is the horizontal air pressure gradient, rw is water density, and H is total fluid depth) was
added to the standard model surface forcing.
[8] The QUODDY Shallow Water Wave Equation is
solved, subject to the boundary conditions on the horizontal
and vertical boundaries [Lynch and Holboke, 1997], using
finite-element methodology described by Lynch et al.
[1996]. The horizontal QUODDY model domain is discretized by triangular elements with linear basis functions. The
vertical domain is resolved by 1-D linear elements in a
terrain-following coordinate system.

3. Observations and Model Forcing Fields
[9] The 4 –18 February 1987 study period was chosen
because of the comprehensive [Brown and Irish, 1992]
observations that spanned the strong 9 – 10 February storm.
(See Mupparapu and Brown [2002] for a more detailed
discussion of the oceanography for the study period.) The
signature of that storm is clearly seen in the time series
records of hourly winds and atmospheric pressures
(Figure 2). The wind records show that the storm winds
were more intense and of longer duration in the central gulf
(see the central gulf record) than elsewhere in the gulf. The
storm-related minima in the atmospheric pressure records in
the central gulf and on Georges Bank indicate that the center
of the storm was located in the Georges Bank region of the
study domain. This offshore pressure minimum, which
coincided with the maximum northerly (or southward)
winds, occurred in the early hours of 10 February: about

12 hours after the onset of the storm winds. The challenge
was to interpolate these measurements onto the model
forcing mesh as described next.
3.1. Atmospheric Pressure Forcing Fields
[10] The measured hourly atmospheric pressure (AP) time
series were linearly interpolated (justified by the gulf-scale
correlation length scales) to produce reasonably realistic
model AP forcing fields in the measurement domain.
However, because the NDBC stations were not located at
the extremities of the model domain (see Figure 1), we (1)
assumed that the coastal NDBC/NWS AP stations in the
western gulf were at the coast (again consistent with large
correlation length scales) and (2) created virtual AP stations
at several locations along the model open ocean boundary
(see Figure 3). In producing the virtual AP stations, we
assumed that (1) the Mount Desert Island (DR in Figure 1)
AP record, with a 2-hour delay, would adequately approximate the unavailable Halifax AP; (2) a 2-hour-delayed
version of the Georges Bank (GB/44011 in Figure 1) AP
record would adequately approximate the oceanic AP midway on the Halifax cross-shelf transect; (3) a 4-hourdelayed version of the Nantucket Shoals (NS/44008 in
Figure 1) AP record would adequately approximate the
oceanic AP at the seaward end of the Halifax cross-shelf
transect; and (4) the Nantucket Shoals AP record would
adequately approximate the oceanic AP at the southwest
corner of the model domain. The Figure 3 example of the
AP forcing field for the 10 February storm shows the largest
low AP forcing seaward of Georges Bank, reasonably
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Figure 3. The 0000 UTC 10 February 1987 example of the atmospheric pressure field that was used to
force some of the QUODDY model runs. The dots locate the array of real and virtual atmospheric
pressure measurement stations used in the linear interpolation used to produce the field (see text). The
pressure scale in millibars is to the right. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.

Figure 4. The 0000 UTC 10 February 1987 example of the wind stress field that was used to force the
QUODDY model. The wind stress amplitude scale in dynes/cm2 is to the right. See color version of this
figure at back of this issue.
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Figure 5. GHSD mesh for the QUODDY model domain, with the deep ocean – western cross-shelf,
Halifax cross-shelf, and Bay of Fundy open boundaries highlighted by the thick red, blue, and black lines,
respectively. The water depths (in meters) are color coded according to the scale on the right. The sea
level and bottom pressure observation stations used in the model/observation comparisons are shown
(circled cross). See color version of this figure at back of this issue.

Figure 6. The normalized cross-shelf structure of the smooth-step model for the residual sea level
forcing along the open cross-shelf boundary between Halifax (to the left) and the deep ocean (to the
right).
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Figure 7. (bottom) A map of the QUODDY model nodes along the transect between Portland (station
0) and the center of Wilkinson Basin (station 10). (top) The transect depth profile.

consistent with the corresponding wind stress field in
Figure 4, which will be discussed next.
3.2. Wind Stress Fields
[11] The winds were optimally estimated for the model
domain, using NDBC and NWS station measurements (see
Figure 1 array) with methods described by W. S. Brown et
al. (unpublished manuscript, 2004). Buoy wind speeds were
used to compute wind stresses with the Large and Pond
[1981] algorithms. The Figure 4 example of the wind stress
field shows the expectedly strong winds on the first full day
of the 10 – 11 February storm in the gulf. While the
estimated wind stresses in the gulf and over Georges Bank
are probably reasonably well approximated, the wind
stresses in the northeastern gulf, over the Scotian Shelf,
and in other open ocean parts of the model domain are more
unreliable because of lack of measurements there (see
below).
3.3. Sea Level Fields
[12] Hourly coastal sea level records were obtained for
several locations around the gulf (see Figure 1) from
NOAA’s National Ocean Service (NOS) and the Canadian

Marine Environmental Data Service (MEDS). The sea level
record at Halifax was used to force the model along its open
cross-shelf boundary using a methodology described below.
The Gulf of Maine sea level response was defined by the
remaining coastal SL and three bottom pressure (BP) (see
Brown and Irish [1992] records). The ‘‘observed sea levels’’
in Georges, Jordan, and Wilkinson basins were inferred by
subtracting local AP from the BP measurements and assuming zero contributions from a time-variable vertical
integral of density.

4. Model Setup and Operations
4.1. Model Setup
[13] The QUODDY model domain is defined by the
Holboke [1998] GHSD mesh (Figure 5). The GHSD mesh
resolution varies from about 10 km in the gulf to about 5 km
near the coastlines and even finer in the regions of steep
bathymetric slopes (e.g., north flank Georges Bank). The
(4h)/hmin < 0.5 condition [Naimie et al., 1996] is satisfied
for mesh elements along the entire shelf break within the
domain. A 10-m-depth minimum was adopted for the
coastal boundary elements. The model was run in a constant
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Table 1. Sea Level at Stations Along the Portland/Wilkinson
Basin Transect (see Figure 7) for the Reference Model Run
Station

Equivalent Sea Level Amplitude, m

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1.34
1.12
1.08
1.05
1.04
0.99
0.98
0.95
0.92
0.91
0.85

density mode by prescribing steady, homogeneous temperature and salinity fields (6.39C and 33.47 psu, respectively,
based on work of Brown and Irish [1993]). The model was
initialized with zero velocity and elevation fields.
4.2. Model Lateral Boundary Conditions
[ 14 ] The conditions imposed along the different
QUODDY open boundaries are described in the following.
[15] 1. The deep ocean and western cross-shelf sections
are denoted by the red line in Figure 5. The Lynch
et al. [1997] predicted semidiurnal M2 tidal elevation
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forcing, zero steady residual elevation, and the Holboke
[1998] inhomogeneous, barotropic radiation conditions
were imposed.
[16] 2. The Bay of Fundy section is denoted by the black
line in Figure 5. The Lynch et al. [1997] predicted M2, M4,
M6 normal flow, constrained by a condition of zero nontidal transport normal to the section, was imposed.
[17] 3. The cross-shelf section at Halifax is denoted by
the blue line in Figure 5. The Lynch et al. [1997] predicted
M2 tidal elevations, a zero steady residual elevation, and the
Holboke [1998] radiation boundary condition were imposed. Also, an unsteady (i.e., nontidal) residual sea level,
containing the remotely forced sea level variability as
discussed above, was imposed along this model boundary.
Specifically, we used the Holboke [1998] ‘‘smooth-step
model’’ of this residual cross-shelf sea level hh, which is
hh ðsÞ ¼ SLH znl ;

where SLH is the measured time-varying Halifax residual
sea level, and znl is the normalized cross-shelf structure
given by znl = 10  e(260 kms)/20 km, in which s is the
distance offshore from Halifax. As shown in Figure 6, the
‘‘smooth-step’’ sea level extrapolation is nearly constant on
the Scotian Shelf until it reaches the shelf break, where it

Figure 8. Reference model run currents at (left) station 1 in water depths of 50 m and (right) station 2 in
125 m. The surface (solid line) and mid-depth (dashed line) eastward U and northward V current
components (in m/s) at the two stations are shown.
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Figure 9. Hodographs of 21-sigma level arrays of subtidal model currents at the indicated stations (see
Figure 7) for 10 February 1987 at 0537 UTC. The transect-averaged wind stress magnitude of 8.7 dyn/cm2
is associated with these Ekman-like current structures. A cartoon of a classical Ekman layer current
hodograph for this wind stress vector is also shown for reference. See color version of this figure at back of
this issue.
decreases rapidly. This structure is consistent with the
observed behavior of subtidal bottom pressure fluctuations
on the northeast continental shelf [e.g., Brown et al., 1985].
4.3. Model Operations
[18] For each of the experiments, the model simulation
was run between 2129 UTC 3 February and 2142 UTC 18
February 1987, dates bracketing the 9 – 11 February 1987
strong winter storm (see Figure 2). The simulation time step
was 21.83203125 s (= the 12.42-hour M2 tidal period/
2048). During the first six M2 tidal cycles of the model
simulation, the tidal amplitude and the wind forcing were
increased linearly (i.e., ‘‘ramped-up’’) so that the model
nonlinearities and advection could dynamically adjust the
initial fields [Holboke, 1998]. Then the model was run with
full time-variable forcing for an additional 20 tidal cycles.
In the following discussion of the different model experiments that were conducted, differences from the above
forcing are explicitly indicated.

5. Experiments and Results
[19] The reference QUODDY model run employed a
time/space-constant bottom drag coefficient (Cd) of 0.005
and was forced at the surface by wind stress alone. The local
model sea level and current results are diagnosed in terms of
information extracted from an 11-station transect of model
mesh nodes between Portland (station 0) and Wilkinson

Basin (Figure 7). Much of the variability in the model
results (like the real ocean) is due to the M2 tides, which
dominated model sea level results throughout much of the
gulf region. In what follows, the regional model sea level
results are compared with observed sea level records and
sea level equivalents of the bottom pressure records in the
basins of the Gulf of Maine (Figure 1). The gulf basin sea
levels were inferred from the difference between local
atmospheric pressure and bottom pressure measurements,
with the reasonable assumption that there was no significant
contribution from water column density-related pressure
variability.
5.1. Local Western Gulf of Maine Results
[20] Total model sea level variability in the reference run
decreased going seaward from the coast, with equivalent
fluctuation amplitudes of about 1.3 m at Portland (station 0
in Figure 7) to about 0.9 m in Wilkinson Basin (see Table 1).
Near the coast, M2 tidal sea level fluctuation amplitudes
exhibited some structure, with a decrease from about 1.1 m
at Portland (station 0) to about 0.9 m at station 10 in
Wilkinson Basin. The difference between the total and tidal
sea level response at the coast hints at the coastal-trapped
character of the model sea level response to both remote and
local wind-forcing.
[21] The effects of the storm wind forcing, with initially
strong westward winds that turn southward, are seen clearly
in the model coastal current response (see Figure 8). The
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Figure 10. February 1987 subtidal sea levels from the reference model run with constant Cd (0.005)
QUODDY model simulation (solid line) and measurements (dotted line) at some of the stations shown in
Figure 1.
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Table 2. Standard Deviations (SD) of the Subtidal Observed Sea Level (in m) Records Compared With Model Sea
Level SDs for Cases With Cd = 0.0050, 0.0025, and 0.0075, Respectively
Bar Harbor
Portland
Yarmouth
Boston
Nantucket
Georges Basin
Jordan Basin
Wilkinson Basin
Average
Skill

Observations

Cd = 0.0050

Cd = 0.0025

Cd = 0.0075

0.129
0.157
0.128
0.183
0.192
0.098
0.102
0.132
0.140

0.104
0.094
0.087
0.096
0.106
0.075
0.080
0.089
0.091
0.520

0.106
0.095
0.088
0.096
0.107
0.075
0.080
0.090
0.092
0.516

0.105
0.094
0.086
0.095
0.105
0.075
0.080
0.089
0.091
0.518

model currents were coastally intensified, with generally
stronger nontidal model currents at the 50-m isobath
(station 1) than at the 125-m isobath (station 2). During
the storm, these model currents became stronger toward the
southwest.
[22] The Ekman-like vertical current structures at a selected set of Figure 7 transect stations are displayed in
Figure 9 as hodographs for stronger wind-forced cases at
0537 UTC on 10 February 1987. For this stronger wind case
(winds 20 m/s; wind stress 8.4 dyn/cm2), the surface
currents are directed generally toward the classical 45 to
the right of the wind stress, ranging in speed from 0.31 m/s
at station 10 to 0.56 m/s at station 1 (about 2% of the wind
speed). However, the structure of these current profiles,
looking rather like an incomplete Ekman spiral, differs from
the classical one. We speculate that the relatively strong
wind forcing causes increased water column eddy viscosity
and hence an Ekman depth scale [Fan and Brown, 2003]
that is greater than the water depth. The current hodograph
shape for the weaker wind case (11 m/s and 1.8 dyn/cm2,
not shown), while more similar in shape to the classical
Ekman spiral, had surface currents whose directions ranged
from 20 to 67 to the right of the wind stress at the different
stations. The more realistic space-variable structure of the
QUODDY eddy viscosity model must be responsible for the
differences between the model and classical Ekman layer
current structures.
5.2. Regional-Scale Results
[23] To more easily focus on the nontidal storm response
of sea level, the predicted tide was subtracted from the
model and observed sea level records. These detided records
were then low-pass filtered (cutoff frequency = (36)1 cph)
to produce what we define as the ‘‘subtidal’’ sea level
records shown in Figure 10. These subtidal sea levels
clearly show how the onset of the southwestward storm
winds on 9 February 1987 caused sea levels to rise
throughout the gulf. Then, as the winds backed to southward during 10 February, the subtidal sea levels throughout
the gulf began to decrease and continued to do so through
11 February. The model and observed subtidal sea levels
show the same general variability.
[24] Quantitatively, this QUODDY model hindcast captured more than 65% of the observed subtidal sea level
variance observed at these stations (see Table 2, left two
columns). This result represents an improvement over the

31% of the observed variance explained by the Brown
[1998] study using the linear FUNDY model simulations.
However, there are still significant differences between
model results and observations, especially during the 9 –
11 February storm. For example, the 10 February maxima in
model sea level is significantly less than the corresponding
observed sea level maxima and also lags it by about 12 day.
[25] In an attempt to reduce the model-observation differences, we tested the sensitivity of the model simulation to
choice of Cd value by conducting two additional model
runs: one with Cd = 0.0025 and the other with Cd = 0.0075.
The respective model residual sea levels were within about
1.5% of each other (see Table 2). This insensitivity of the
model sea level results to Cd variation is quantified in terms
of the model skill, as defined by
N
1 X
s2
Model Skill ¼ 1 
ai DPi
N i¼1
s2OP

!
;

where N is the number of time series, s2DPi is the variance of
the model-observed sea level difference time series, s2OP is
the observed sea level variance, and the weights ai = 1 (see
Table 2 results). We concluded that the storm-forced model
sea levels were insensitive to reasonable Cd values, even
though bottom stress is significant near the coast (see
Figure 8). Thus we had to look elsewhere to explain the
significant discrepancy between model and observed sea
levels. Further, we needed to consider other explanations of
the fact that the subtidal model sea level standard deviations
were about 30% less than those observed sea levels.
[26] To test model sensitivity to different specifications of
the meteorological forcing, atmospheric pressure gradient
forcing was added to wind stress forcing in the model. With
this modification, the reference QUODDY run (with Cd =
0.005) was forced with ‘‘observed’’ atmospheric pressure as
described in section 3.
[27] The model subtidal sea levels (Figure 11) show a
clear improvement over those of the reference QUODDY
run (see Figure 10), particularly during the 9 – 11 February
storm. Overall, the model run captured 82% of the total
variance of the suite of observed subtidal sea levels. The
corresponding improvement of the skill from 0.52 to 0.81 is
notable. The matches were better because (1) the amplitudes
of 10 February storm-forced maxima of the model and
observed subtidal sea levels are more similar and (2) the
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Figure 11. Comparison of February 1987 wind/pressure-forced (constant Cd = 0.005) QUODDY model
residual sea level (dotted line) and observed residual sea levels (solid line) at coastal and interior
observation stations.
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timing of the two is much better. The better timing can be
directly attributed to the added AP forcing, whose minima
occurs at the time of the observed subtidal sea level peak
(see Figure 2, left panel).
[28] The excellent matches seen in the eastern gulf at
Yarmouth and Bar Harbor are degraded somewhat in the
western gulf with slight model underpredictions of the
storm-forced peak at Portland and Boston. There are also
some issues that need to be explained in future work,
including the ‘‘overprediction’’ of the post-storm sea level
depression in Georges and Jordan basins.

6. Discussion of Results
[29] The barotropic application of the 3-D finite element
QUODDY model to the Gulf of Maine region has produced
a very respectable simulation of the storm of 9 – 11 February
1987, explaining 82% of the variance of an extensive array
of sea level observations in the Gulf of Maine. The finding
that atmospheric pressure was a required QUODDY forcing
in order to improve the amplitude and timing of the model
sea level calculation should not have been a surprise, given
that storm surge models [e.g., Flather, 1994; Blain et al.,
1994; Bode and Hardy, 1997] generally employ atmospheric
pressure forcing.
[30] What improvements need to be made to explain the
remaining 18% of the observed variance? Candidates for
explaining the discrepancies are likely to include uncertainties in our estimates of (1) both wind stress and
atmospheric pressure forcing; (2) remote wind-forcing at
Halifax; (3) tidal effects due to our use of only the M2
tidal constituent; (4) inaccurate specification of lateral
boundary conditions; and (5) time/space-variable surface
wave-induced bottom stress.
[31] 1. Inaccuracies in the model surface atmospheric
wind stress and pressure forcing fields are likely to be
important. Thus we plan to consider alternatives for the
relatively crude atmospheric pressure forcing fields that we
used here. We conducted a qualitative comparison of
February 2003 wind stress fields derived from NDBC/
NWS-measured winds and those derived from FNMOC
model winds (using Navy Operational Global Atmospheric
Prediction System—NO-GAPS). (FNMOC fields were not
available during February 1987.) Each had its own strengths
and weaknesses. For example, in the light wind stress case,
the respective wind stress fields were quite similar in the
gulf/Georges Bank proper, but differed significantly outside
of the NDBC/NWS measurement domain on the Scotian
Shelf and seaward of Georges Bank. The problem of the
NDBC/NWS coverage becomes acute at the height of the
13 February 2003 winter storm (see Figure 12). In this case,
the NDBC wind stress field basically misses the strongest
winds of the storm, which are located in the eastern part of
the model domain south of Nova Scotia. However, FNMOC
wind fields were not always better than NDBC/NWSderived wind fields. On occasion, FNMOC winds will
significantly under-represent strong coastal Maine winds
that NDBC is better suited to detect. Neither single approach is consistently reliable for specifying winds that are
important to the gulf storm (and strong wind) response.
Thus we plan to develop hybrid forcing fields based on data
from both sources.

Figure 12. Wind stress fields based on (a) FNMOC and
(b) NDBC winds at 0000 GMT 13 February 2003. The
spatial-average wind stresses are 3.72 dyn/cm2 for FNMOC
and 3.07 dyn/cm2 for NDBC. The magnitude of the wind
stresses are color coded according to the legend on the right.
See color version of this figure at back of this issue.

[32] The most likely improvements are hybrid fields that
combine observations (e.g., NDBC/NWS) with regional
atmospheric model fields to compensate for weaknesses in
both realizations. Candidate atmospheric models include
FNMOC nowcast and forecast fields produced in real time
by the Navy and corresponding MM5 fields produced by a
number of research institutions.
[33] 2. Remote forcing is important, and the Holboke
[1998] ‘‘smooth-step model’’ of residual cross-shelf sea
level may be too simple. Further research on improving
the accuracy of this methodology is planned.
[34] 3. Lateral tidal forcing is very important in establishing the nonlinear rectified flow and frictional dissipation
environments in general. While our use of only the M2 tidal
constituent probably simulates the first-order, stormrelevant effects of tides on the general Gulf of Maine
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Figure A1. A comparison of hourly atmospheric pressure (AP) and nontidal sea level (SL) time series
for the 7 –18 February 1987 study period, and the corresponding AP/SL cross-correlation functions (with
dashed 95% confidence limits) at (top) Portland and (bottom) Boston.
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environment, inaccuracies in the frictional environment
during the storm may be responsible for the amplitude
mismatch between the observed and modeled sea level
response. The addition of a couple of the other important
semidiurnal (e.g., N2 and S2) and diurnal (e.g., O1 and K1)
constituents would help improve the fit between the two.
[35] 4. Problems with specifying a suitable suite of lateral
boundary conditions for regional models are always difficult. In this regard an anonymous reviewer pointed out that
we neglected to impose an inverted barometer (IB) boundary condition on the open boundary sea level for runs in
which we employed atmospheric pressure forcing. Thus we
undoubtedly had some spurious model ocean response
around the model open ocean boundary. To make a long
story short, an inspection of boundary currents that might
arise from artificially enhanced sea level gradients between
active model nodes and ‘‘clamped’’ boundary nodes
revealed no large anomalies that had a strong effect on
the basic response in the interior gulf. We were probably
fortunate that our AP forcing did not have strong enough
gradients to produce obvious contamination of the overall
result. However, in our effort to explain the 18% discrepancy and be assured of simulating AP forcing with stronger
gradients, we are implementing the correct IB boundary
condition.
[36] 5. Another area that deserves more attention is the
role of space/time-variable bottom stress in water shallower
than about 100 m due to storm-induced surface gravity
wave variability. In one set of model experiments run with
the same wind forcing, QUODDY was coupled with the
Styles and Glenn [2000] bottom boundary layer model
(BBLM) to simulate space-time variable bottom stress.
BBLM used QUODDY-produced bottom currents with
NDBC buoy-derived surface waves to produce space/
time-variable bottom stress that was iteratively fed back
into the QUODDY calculation. However, the results were
inconclusive, probably compromised by inadequate wave
data. A focused study of this process and model sensitivity
to the details of the atmospheric forcing is planned for the
future.

7. Summary of Results
[37] In summary, the barotropic QUODDY model, with a
space-time constant bottom drag coefficient Cd = 0.005 and
forced by only optimally interpolated observed wind stress
fields, captured 65% of the total variance of the observed
subtidal sea levels at seven coastal and three basin stations
within the Gulf of Maine. This result was a significant
improvement over the 31% of the variance captured by a
comparable calculation using the linear harmonic model
FUNDY [Brown, 1998]. The addition of atmospheric pressure gradient forcing to the wind stress-forced reference
QUODDY run provided another dramatic reduction in the
model/observation sea level differences to the extent that 82%
of the subtidal sea level variance was captured on a gulf scale.

Appendix A: Inverted Barometric Response
in the Gulf of Maine
[38] The ideal inverted barometric response of oceanic sea
level (SL) to slow changes in atmospheric pressure (AP)
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Table A1. Atmospheric Pressure (db)/Sea Level (db) Transfer
Coefficients at Portland and Boston
Station

Rapsl, db2

Rapap, db2

Tapsl, db/db

Portland
Boston

0.0098
0.0109

0.0119
0.0115

0.8235
0.9478

consists of SL increases (decreases) of 1.01 cm for each
millibar of AP decrease (increase), instantaneously. In
reality, surface gravity waves adjust ocean sea level to
changing AP gradient patterns, and so the compensation
does not happen instantaneously. However, deep ocean
observations [e.g., Brown et al., 1975; Wunsch and Stammer,
1997] suggest that the deep ocean behaves very nearly like a
perfect inverted barometer.
[39] In this ideal case, the AP/SL transfer coefficient
Tapsl is
Tapsl ¼

Rapsl
¼ 1:01cm=mb ;
Rapap

where Rapsl is the cross-covariance between local AP and
SL, and Rapap is the auto-covariance of AP. In this ideal
case, the local pressure subsurface pressure is identically
zero, that is, pa + rwgh ﬃ 0, where pa is the ocean surface
atmospheric pressure, rw is water density, h is model sea
level departure from its mean value, and g is gravitational
acceleration. In other words, a subsurface pressure sensor
would detect no pressure changes associated with AP
changes, because they are exactly compensated by inverse
SL changes.
[40] However, the open ocean inverted barometer is not
generally observed in the coastal ocean, primarily because
of (1) the effects of the coasts and bathymetry on the surface
gravity wave adjustment of coastal ocean sea level response
to propagating AP systems (see discussions by Crepon
[1976]) and (2) the separate effects of wind stress-forced
sea level changes. Indeed, while we can see a qualitative
inverse relation between local AP and SL records in both
Portland and Boston in Figure A1, the computed correlations and the corresponding transfer coefficients differ
significantly from the ideal (Table A1). In particular, at
Portland and Boston (1) the AP/SL transfer coefficients are
18% and 5% less, respectively, than the classical 1.01 and
(2) SL response lags AP forcing by about 10 hours.
[41] Thus, at least at these locations in the gulf, different
proportions of generally very large scale AP fluctuations are
uncompensated for by the local instantaneous SL response.
Thus lateral AP-related pressure gradients are set up, forcing
a gulf response in addition to that forced directly by wind
stress. Thus horizontal gradients of AP forcing were added
to QUODDY.
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Figure 3. The 0000 UTC 10 February 1987 example of the atmospheric pressure field that was used to
force some of the QUODDY model runs. The dots locate the array of real and virtual atmospheric
pressure measurement stations used in the linear interpolation used to produce the field (see text). The
pressure scale in millibars is to the right.
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Figure 4. The 0000 UTC 10 February 1987 example of the wind stress field that was used to force the
QUODDY model. The wind stress amplitude scale in dynes/cm2 is to the right.

Figure 5. GHSD mesh for the QUODDY model domain, with the deep ocean – western cross-shelf,
Halifax cross-shelf, and Bay of Fundy open boundaries highlighted by the thick red, blue, and black lines,
respectively. The water depths (in meters) are color coded according to the scale on the right. The sea
level and bottom pressure observation stations used in the model/observation comparisons are shown
(circled cross).
4 of 15 and 5 of 15
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Figure 9. Hodographs of 21-sigma level arrays of subtidal model currents at the indicated stations (see
Figure 7) for 10 February 1987 at 0537 UTC. The transect-averaged wind stress magnitude of 8.7 dyn/
cm2 is associated with these Ekman-like current structures. A cartoon of a classical Ekman layer current
hodograph for this wind stress vector is also shown for reference.
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Figure 12. Wind stress fields based on (a) FNMOC and (b) NDBC winds at 0000 GMT 13 February
2003. The spatial-average wind stresses are 3.72 dyn/cm2 for FNMOC and 3.07 dyn/cm2 for NDBC. The
magnitude of the wind stresses are color coded according to the legend on the right.
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